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We re-examine the question of quantum oscillations from surface Fermi arcs and chiral modes in
Weyl semimetals. By introducing two tools - semiclassical phase-space quantization and a numer-
ical implementation of a layered construction of Weyl semimetals - we discover several important
generalizations to previous conclusions that were implicitly tailored to the special case of identical
Fermi arcs on top and bottom surfaces. We show that the phase-space quantization picture fixes
an ambiguity in the previously utilized energy-time quantization approach and correctly reproduces
the numerically calculated quantum oscillations for generic Weyl semimetals with distinctly curved
Fermi arcs on the two surfaces. Based on these methods, we identify a ‘magic’ magnetic-field angle
where quantum oscillations become independent of sample thickness, with striking experimental
implications. We also analyze the stability of these quantum oscillations to disorder, and show that
the high-field oscillations are expected to persist in samples whose thickness parametrically exceeds
the quantum mean free path.
Weyl semimetals are three-dimensional quantum mate-
rials characterized by a band gap that closes at isolated
points, Weyl nodes, in the Brillouin zone. Weyl nodes
serve as sources of quantized monopole fluxes of ±2π
Berry curvature, whose sign defines a chirality χ = ±1
for each node, and hence serves as an example of quan-
tum topology in the absence of a band gap1,2. At a
spatial surface, the bulk band topology produces un-
usual Fermi-arc surface states, whose Fermi “surface”
consists of disjoint arc segments that pairwise connect
surface projections of opposite chirality Weyl nodes1–4,
and have been observed in photoemission experiments5,6
and band-structure calculations7 on crystalline materi-
als. Moreover, in the presence of a magnetic field, ~B,
Weyl nodes exhibit chiral Landau level (LL) modes8 with
field-independent dispersion εχ,0 = χv‖k‖, where v‖, k‖
are respectively the velocity and momentum along ~B.
Recently, it was shown9 that an applied magnetic field
perpendicular to the surface of a Weyl semimetal drives
a novel kind of cyclotron orbit in which electrons slide
along a Fermi-arc on the top surface from χ = +1 to-
wards χ = −1 Weyl nodes, transfers to the bulk chiral
LL mode of the χ = −1 node on which they propagate to
the bottom surface, traverse the bottom Fermi-arc and
return to the top surface via the mode with the opposite
chirality. Ordinary cyclotron orbits around closed Fermi
surfaces of metals are routinely studied via quantum os-
cillations, periodic-in-1/B modulations in the density of
states that appear in various thermodynamic and trans-
port properties, and help unveil the detailed structure
of the underlying Fermi surface. Ref. 9 showed that the
quantized energy levels arising from these mixed surface
and bulk cyclotron orbits indeed exhibit periodic quan-
tum oscillations, whose phase exhibits a characteristic
dependence on sample thickness that distinguishes them
from conventional cyclotron orbits, and hence offering a
direct probe of the topological connection between sur-
face Fermi arcs and bulk Weyl bands. Experimental evi-
dence for such quantum oscillations was recently reported
in the Dirac semimetal Cd3As2.
10 In addition, transport
experiments were proposed based on the distinctive elec-
tronic properties of these cyclotron orbits11.
The semiclassical quantization of these cyclotron orbits
in Ref. 9 was carried out through “energy-time” quanti-
zation, by demanding that the product of the energy,
ε, of the electron and the semiclassical time of the or-
bit, t, equals an integer multiple of 2π. Noting that
t =
(
2Lz + 2k0ℓ
2
B
)
/v, where k0 is the k-space arc length
of the Fermi arcs on the top and bottom surfaces, Lz
is the sample thickness, v is the Fermi velocity, and
ℓB = 1/
√
eB is the magnetic length, the energy-time
quantization condition states that the nth quantized level
crosses the chemical potential, µ˜ at field B = Bn:
1
Bn
=
e
k0
[
πv
µ˜
(n+ γ)− Lz
]
(1)
which occur periodically in 1/B with period f = πevk0µ˜ and
a thickness dependent phase offset: φ(Lz) = 2πγ− 2µ˜Lzv .
However, this approach leaves open a basic question:
what is the overall zero of energy for µ˜? This issue is
experimental pertinent, as it effects the frequency, f , of
the quantum oscillations. We will show that the nature
choice of the energy of the bulk Weyl node corresponds
to the special case, implicitly assumed in Ref. 9, where
the Fermi arcs on the top and bottom surfaces are identi-
cal. More generically, however, the Fermi arcs may have
different shapes, and the zero of energy need not coincide
with the Weyl node energy.
To generalize the results of Ref. 9 to include the generic
case with arbitrarily curved Fermi arcs, we adopt an al-
ternative phase-space quantization perspective in which
the integral of momentum times spatial displacement is
equal to
∮
~p · d~r = 2π(n + γ) for integer n and a con-
stant quantum offset γ. Comparison to the energy-time
quantization transparently identified the zero of energy
2as where the surface arcs enclose zero k-space area using
appropriate extrapolation from the chemical potential to
lower energy. This method also predicts an additional
thickness dependent correction to Eq. 1, which is difficult
to obtain from the energy-time quantization perspective.
We next construct a tight-binding model based on a
layered construction4 of a Weyl semimetal, which en-
ables the numerical simulation of Weyl semimetals with
generic surface arcs. Using a recursive Greens function
method, we numerically simulate the field dependence of
the density of states in a magnetic field, and confirm the
semiclassical predictions of the phase-space quantization
scheme.
Finally, we discuss the experimental consequences of
our results. First, we identify a special set of ‘magic’
angles of the magnetic field, for which the length-
dependence of the phase of the quantum oscillations
drops out. We explain how this effect enables a smok-
ing gun signature of quantum oscillations from surface
Fermi arcs in recently measured thin-film devices with
non-parallel surfaces10. Second, we examine the effects
of impurities, and find that these quantum oscillations
are surprisingly resilient to disorder for sufficiently strong
fields. In contrast to conventional quantum oscillations,
which are obscured by disorder unless the cyclotron orbit
is smaller than the quantum mean free path ℓQ, we find
that for strong fields, quantum oscillations from surface
Fermi arcs and bulk chiral modes can persist in samples
whose thickness substantially exceeds ℓQ.
Semiclassical phase-space quantization – We begin
by revisiting the semiclassical quantization of cyclotron
orbits, which generically demands that the phase differ-
ence between successive Landau levels is equal to 2π. The
difference in phase accumulated between two successive
levels for a fixed magnetic field can be expressed either
in terms of the energy step and time or the difference in
the product of momentum and displacement:
∆φ =
∫
∆εdt =
∫
∆ε
vF
dr = ∆
∮
~p · d~r = 2π (2)
where vF =
∂ε
∂p⊥
is the Fermi velocity, p⊥ is the mo-
mentum perpendicular to the orbit, and the last integral
is over the spatial trajectory of the semiclassical orbit.
For a simple derivation via path integral, see Appendix
A. Importantly, Eq. 2 is expressed through the differ-
ence in energy of neighboring Landau levels but makes
no reference to their absolute position. While the overall
energy scale is unimportant for, e.g. spectroscopy which
probes only energy differences, quantum oscillations ex-
periments are conducted by varying B at fixed chemical
potential µ, such that the periodicity of quantum oscil-
lations depends explicitly on the “zero of energy”.
Alternatively, the phase-space quantization framework
offers an unambiguous reference to the energy, in which
the momentum-displacement is integrated along the cy-
clotron orbit of constant energy contour at a specific
chemical potential. In Appendix B, we show how to rec-
FIG. 1: Schematic plot of a semiclassical orbit of a Weyl
semimetal slab in a perpendicular magnetic field. The elec-
trons traverse the Fermi arc on the top surface, travel through
the one-dimensional chiral mode parallel to the magnetic field
in the bulk, traverse the corresponding Fermi arc on the bot-
tom surface, and then return along the opposite chiral mode
through the bulk. Note that the real-space orbit in the x− y
plane is rotated by 90◦.
oncile these methods, however, in the mean time we pro-
ceed with the more transparent phase-space quantization
approach.
For the semiclassical cyclotron orbits described in
Ref. 9, the phase-space quantization condition is
∮
~p·d~r =∮
~k ·d~r−e ∮ ~A ·d~r = 2π (n+ γ), where the integral is over
the four segments of the orbit: two Fermi arcs on the
surfaces and two chiral modes in the bulk parallel to the
magnetic field17, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Throughout,
we choose the convention that chemical potential, µ, is
measured from the energy of the Weyl nodes in the bulk.
For the Fermi arcs,
∫
~p · d~r = eΦz, where Φz is the
magnetic flux contained within the real-space orbit of
area SR in the x−y plane12. The semiclassical equations
of motion imply
Φz = BzSR = BzSkℓ
4
B =
Sk
e2Bz
(3)
where Sk is the k-space area enclosed by the two Fermi
arcs combined and Bz is the zˆ component of the magnetic
field ~B. On the other hand, the chiral modes in the bulk
are parallel to the magnetic field, so
∫
~A · d~r = 0 and:∫
~p · d~r =
∫
~k · d~r = Lz sec θ
(
~kW · Bˆ + 2 µ
v‖
)
(4)
where θ is the tilting angle of ~B from the surface normal,
~kW is the wave vector from + to − chirality Weyl nodes,
and ± µv‖ are the Fermi wave vectors of their respective
chiral modes with velocity v‖ parallel to ~B, at chemi-
cal potential µ. Adding the contributions, phase-space
quantization implies that quantum oscillations occur at
fields:
1
Bn
=
e
Sk
[
2π(n+ γ) cos θ − Lz
(
~kW · Bˆ + 2µ
v‖
)]
(5)
3Eq. 5 is the main result of this paper.
When µ is close to the Weyl nodes and the Fermi veloc-
ity vs is approximately constant along the surface Fermi
arcs, we can expand Sk = Sk,0+ k
T
0 µ/vs, where Sk,0 and
kT0 are the enclosed k-space area and total length of the
combination of the two Fermi arcs from both surfaces
for µ at the Weyl nodes. The frequency of the quantum
oscillations f = 1/∆( 1B ) is
f = Sk/2πe =
(
Sk,0 + k
T
0 µ/vs
)
/2πe
= kT0 (µ0 + µ) /2πevs (6)
where µ0 = Sk,0vs/k
T
0 . We see that our results re-
duce to those of Ref. 9, under the special conditions:
Sk(µ = 0) = 0, ~kW · Bˆ = 0, and vs = v‖. However, the
phase-space quantization method reveals two important
generalizations:
(1) The µ˜ defined in Eq. 1 is generically not measured
from the energy of the bulk Weyl nodes. In particular, if
we require that µ is measured from the Weyl nodes, Eq.
1 should be modified by an offset µ˜ = µ+ µ0. This rec-
onciles the quantum oscillations from phase-space quan-
tization and energy-time quantization: the contribution
from the area Sk,0 enclosed by the Fermi arcs at µ = 0
is reflected in µ0 while the contribution from the area
change Sk − Sk,0 = kT0 µ/vs is reflected in µ. For cases
where the area Sk,0 is large in comparison with the area
change, the inclusion of µ0 is necessary for the correct
interpretation of the quantum oscillations.
It is natural that µ0 should depend only on linearized
Fermi-surface properties such as the area enclosed and
the Fermi velocity, as the quantum oscillations gener-
ically encode only these low-energy universal features.
We note that since vs can in principle depend on chem-
ical potential, µ, so does µ0 as defined above. For a
quadratic surface dispersion, −µ0 can be interpreted as
the energy (relative to the bulk Weyl nodes) at which the
surface arcs enclose zero area perpendicular to the mag-
netic field. More generally, as we show in Appendix B,
the appropriate way to reconcile energy-time quantiza-
tion is to set the zero of energy −µ0 at µ0 = Sk∂Sk/∂µ ,
as the zero-area energy linearly extrapolated using the
Fermi-surface property ∂Sk∂µ ≈ k
T
0
vs
.
(2) The thickness of the Weyl semimetal slab Lz con-
tributes to the quantum oscillations through the phase
offset of φ(Lz) =
(
~kW · Bˆ + 2µv‖
)
Lz sec θ, which shifts the
1/B positions of the quantum oscillation peaks. Com-
paring to Ref. 9, we see that the thickness dependent
phase receives a contribution not only from the time
tbulk =
Lz sec θ
v‖
taken to traverse the bulk via the chiral
mode, but also from the momentum-space separation of
the Weyl nodes projected onto ~B. Interestingly, for fixed
chemical potential µ, there exists a special cone of angles
of ~B, defined by: ~kW · Bˆ = − 2µv‖ , for which the phase
vanishes, φ(Lz) = 0, for all Lz, such that the oscillations
become independent of sample thickness.
Numerical results and lattice model of Weyl
semimetals – To verify the semiclassical predictions
from the phase-space quantization approach we study a
simple lattice model of Weyl semimetal following the lay-
ered prescription in Ref. 4 and numerically calculate the
density of states ρ(µ, ~B) in a slab geometry. In the ab-
sence of the magnetic field, the Weyl semimetal is char-
acterized by the following Hamiltonian:
H~k =
Lz∑
z=1
(−1)z−1 ε~kc†~k,zc~k,z +
Lz−1∑
z=1
h~k,zc
†
~k,z+1
c~k,z
+H.c.
(7)
where ~k = (kx, ky) and the total number of layers Lz
is odd so that the Fermi arcs on the top and bottom
surfaces can be different4. We consider an in-plane dis-
persion ε~k = −2 coskx − 2 cosky + ε0 that represents
nearest-neighbor hopping of amplitude −1 and an on-
site energy of ε0. h~k,z represents nearest-neighbor in-
terlayer hopping with h~k,z = −t sinky − t0 if z is odd
and h~k,z = tλ sin ky + t0 if z is even. We choose λ > 1,
which ensures h~k,2 > h~k,1 if ky > 0 and vice versa. This
model generates two Weyl nodes at (±k0x, 0, 0) where k0x
is the in-plane Fermi wave vector of ε~k along the xˆ direc-
tion. By definition ~kW = 2k
0
xxˆ. The surface Fermi arcs
and the bulk chiral modes following the Weyl nodes are
schematically consistent with the geometry in Fig. 1.
In the presence of a magnetic field ~B, the translation
symmetry in the yˆ direction is preserved in the Landau
gauge ~A = (0,Φzx− Φxz,−Φyx), where Φi is the flux
per plaquette perpendicular to the iˆ direction in units
of the magnetic flux quantum magnetic flux quantum,
Φ0 =
h
e , i = x, y, z. The Hamiltonian becomes:
Hky =
∑
x,z
hπy(x,z+1/2),z
(
e−iΦyxc†x,z+1cx,z + h.c.
)
(8)
− (−1)z
[
(ε0 − 2 cosπy(x, z)) c†x,zcx,z − c†x±1,zcx,z
]
where πy(x, z) = ky −Ay(x, z).
The properties of this Hamiltonian such as the density
of states ρ(µ) = − 1πLxLz
∑
x,z Im G(x, z;x, z;µ) at the
chemical potential µ can be calculated with the recursive
Green’s function method where the real space degrees
of freedom in the xˆ direction are treated recursively13–15.
For an incommensurate flux Φ, physical properties ofHky
between different choices of ky are equivalent in the ther-
modynamic limit14,15 and the summation over ky can be
neglected.
We choose parameters ε0 = 3.0, t = 1.0, t0 = 2.0,
λ = 2.0, and a small imaginary part δ = 0.001 in ad-
dition to the chemical potential µ as the level broaden-
ing. In this model, although the chemical potential is at
the Weyl nodes, the Fermi arcs enclose a k-space area of
8.515% of the surface Brillouin zone. We first consider
a magnetic field purely in the zˆ direction. Eq. 1 would
predict no quantum oscillations if one assumed µ˜ = 0,
while Eq. 5 predicts quantum oscillations with a period
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FIG. 2: The density of states ρ(µ) versus the inverse mag-
netic field 1/Bz (in unit of Φ0/Φz) for a Weyl semimetal slab
of various thickness Lz shows clear quantum oscillations. The
chemical potential µ = 0 is at the Weyl nodes. The charac-
teristic quantum oscillation period is ∆(Φ0/Φz) = 11.74.
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FIG. 3: The local density of states distribution in the x − z
plane at Φ0/Φz = 311.40, µ = 0 and Lz = 103 is consis-
tent with the cyclotron orbit illustrated in Fig. 1 and clearly
consists of components from the Fermi arcs on both Fermi
surfaces and chiral LL modes in the bulk.
∆(Φ0/Φz) = 11.74. The numerical results of the den-
sity of states ρ(µ) versus the inverse magnetic field 1/B
and various slab thickness Lz, shown in Fig. 2, show
clear signatures of quantum oscillations whose period is
in quantitative agreement with our formula.
To verify that the semiclassical orbit contains compo-
nents in the bulk as well as on both of the top and bottom
surfaces, we calculate the local density of states distribu-
tion ρ(x, z, µ) = − 1π Im G(x, z;x, z;µ) in the x− z plane
with the x coordinate replaced by x+ ky/Φz. The result
for Φ0/Φz = 311.40, µ = 0 and Lz = 103 is shown in Fig.
3. The Fermi arcs are at ky > 0 and ky < 0 for the top
and bottom surfaces as well as the chiral modes in the
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FIG. 4: Symbols mark the location of one of the density of
states peaks as a function of the slab thickness Lz at dif-
ferent chemical potential µ and magnetic field tilting angle
θy or θx. The lines are the asymptotic expression in the
large Lz limit derived from the positions of and the Fermi
velocity around the Weyl nodes in the bulk:
(
Φ0
Φz
)
peak
=
const. + Lz ·
−µ
2pit0
· ∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
for a magnetic field in the zˆ di-
rection, and refer to Appendix C for the expressions in the
presence of a tilted magnetic field. While the peak positions
typically show strong Lz dependence, notably, for particular
‘magic’ angles (blue circles), the peak positions asymptoti-
cally become nearly independent of sample thickness.
bulk are clearly visible.
In addition, Eq. 5 suggests that the thickness of the
slab Lz changes the phase of the quantum oscillations,
and thus the actual locations of the ρ(µ) peaks in Φ0/Φz.
For a magnetic field in the zˆ direction and µ = 0, ~kW ·Bˆ =
0, we expect no Lz dependence, which is confirmed in Fig.
2. For a finite µ and a field in the zˆ direction, however,
the shift δ(1/B) of the peak positions is given by
δ
(
Φ0
Φz
)
= − µ
vz
2δLz
2π
·∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
= −δLz · µ
2πt0
·∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
(9)
where ∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
is the period of the quantum oscillations.
We numerically observe this shift in the locations of the
quantum oscillation peaks at µ = −0.1 in Fig. 4, where
the location of one of the peaks is tracked as Lz is varied.
The deviation from Eq. 9 at small Lz is due to the finite
extent of the edge states (Fig. 3). At relatively large
Lz where the physics in the center of the slab can be
approximately treated as in the bulk, Eq. 9 gives an ac-
curate description of the Lz dependence of the quantum
oscillation phenomena. The above conclusions also hold
true for a magnetic field that is tilted in the yˆ direction,
e.g. ~B = Bz (zˆ + yˆ tan θy), where only the Lz coefficient
is modified, see Fig. 4.
In comparison, the magnetic field tilted in the xˆ direc-
tion gives qualitatively different behavior, since ~kW · Bˆ 6=
50 along ~B = Bz (zˆ + xˆ tan θx). First, there exists Lz
dependence δ
(
Φ0
Φz
)
= −δLz · k0x tan θx · ∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
/π for
chemical potential µ = 0 at the energy of the Weyl nodes.
Interestingly, for a given chemical potential µ, such Lz
dependence vanishes at a special tilting angle θ
(0)
x , which
satisfies
tan θ(0)x = −
µ
t0
[
4
(
k0x
)2 − µ2/ sin2 (k0x)]−1/2 (10)
Numerical results for µ = 0 and µ = −0.1 confirm
these expectations at tilting angle θ
(0)
x ≈ 0.024 as in Eq.
10 for µ = −0.1 (Fig. 4). Derivations and further dis-
cussion on the Lz dependence of the peak positions in a
tilted magnetic field ~B are in Appendix C.
Experimental consequences – The new features re-
vealed by the phase-space quantization treatment have
several implications for experiments. As an example, the
angle and thickness dependence of φ(Lz), observable by
tracking individual quantum oscillation peaks as a func-
tion of field orientation, can be used to quantitatively
determine the k-space separation of the Weyl nodes from
quantum oscillation measurements, which can be chal-
lenging to accurately extract from other probes such as
photoemission.
Moreover, the existence of a special set of angles for
which the quantum oscillations become independent of
sample thickness enables the following test: In recent
experiments10, Moll et al. observed surface state oscilla-
tions in the Dirac semimetal Cd3As2 in thin film devices
with parallel surfaces, which were absent in triangular
devices with non-parallel top and bottom surfaces. The
absence of oscillations in the latter triangular samples
can be attributed to the destructive interference of orbits
with different Lz, due to the variation of device thickness
along the triangle. The above computations predict that
this geometric interference effect would be quenched for
fields along the set of angles for which φ(Lz) = 0, result-
ing in a reemergence of quantum oscillations. In contrast
to the negative signature of not observing quantum os-
cillations in a triangular device, which could potentially
arise from other extrinsic effects, such an observation
would provide a clear positive signature of the non-local
nature of the Weyl orbits. We note that observing this
effect requires the field angle to be controlled to angular
precision δθ . 1/kWLz, which may require thin devices.
As a final application, the phase-space quantization
formulation above naturally reveals the effect of bulk dis-
order on dephasing the quantum oscillations associated
with Weyl orbits (see Appendix D for a detailed discus-
sion of disorder effects). For conventional magnetic or-
bits, any scattering from impurities strongly suppresses
quantum oscillations, requiring B ≫ kF /ℓQ where ℓQ is
the quantum mean-free path (distinct from the trans-
port mean-free path, ℓtr, which only includes large-
momentum transfer scattering) and kF is the Fermi wave
vector. As the surface-arc portion of the Weyl orbits is
locally identical to conventional cyclotron motion, ob-
serving oscillations in the presence of disorder requires:
B ≫ kT0 /ℓQ. Naively, phase coherence along the bulk
part similarly requires samples thinner than the quan-
tum mean-free path, Lz ≪ ℓQ, a potentially stringent
condition since while typical Weyl materials have large
ℓtr, ℓQ is typically much shorter
16. However, the chiral
nature of the bulk orbit along with the spatially corre-
lated nature of disorder in low-density semimetals makes
the bulk portion of the orbit more resilient to disorder
effects.
Namely, for an electron traveling along a bulk chiral
LL, a random potential V (~r), produces a local shift in the
wave vector: δk‖(~r) = −V˜ (~r⊥, z)/v‖, where V˜ is the ma-
trix element of the disorder potential in the chiral mode
localized within ≈ ℓB of transverse position ~r⊥ in the
xy-plane. The total phase accumulated in this fashion
is given by: δφ =
∫ Lz
0 dz
(
δk‖( ~r⊥, z)− δk‖( ~r⊥ + ~d, z)
)
,
where the first term represents the random phase ac-
quired traveling from bottom to top surface along the +
chiral mode, and the second represents that of the return
journey on the counter-propagating chiral mode of the
opposite Weyl node. Between these two bulk legs of the
orbit, the electron travels a spatial distance d ≈ kT0 ℓ2B
as it slides along the top surface Fermi arc. The typ-
ical disorder for low-density Weyl semimetals is poorly
screened Coulomb impurities, which produce a potential
that is spatially correlated over characteristic length scale
ξ ≈
√
ℓtr
ℓQ
k−1F ≫ k−1F . For low-field, d≫ ξ, the two bulk
legs of the orbit sample uncorrelated V , and dephasing
indeed kills the quantum oscillations for Lz > ℓB. How-
ever, for higher fields eB ≫ kT0 /ξ, d≪ ξ and the top-to-
bottom and bottom-to-top legs accumulate nearly can-
celing random phases, which leads to the much weaker
requirement on sample thickness, Lz <
(
ξ
d
)2
ℓQ ≫ ℓQ.
For example, in Cd3As2, we estimate that the high-field
regime is obtained for relatively low fields on the order of
a few Tesla, in reasonable agreement with the observed
field-scale at which surface-state oscillations onset in re-
cent experiments10.
Discussion – In conclusion, we have compared quan-
tum oscillations with respect to the inverse magnetic field
1/B or chemical potential µ. The accurate definition of
chemical potential and its reference point is vital for cor-
rectly converting between and reconciling different semi-
classical quantization perspectives. For the quantum os-
cillations from the surface Fermi arcs and bulk chiral
modes in Weyl semimetals, the general reference point
of µ does not necessarily coincide with the Weyl points
in the bulk. We derived the quantum oscillations using
phase-space quantization conditions and proposed essen-
tial generalizations to previous conclusions and experi-
mental consequences for generic Weyl semimetals. We
also verified our claims numerically following the layered
prescription.
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Appendix A: Path integral derivation of energy-time
quantization
Suppose that we have a quantum system with Hamil-
tonian H and corresponding classical action S. Let the
eigenstates of H be |E〉. Then the propagator U(x, x′; t)
obeys
U(x, x;T ) =
∑
E
|〈x|E〉|2e−iET (A1)
Computing the propagator in the path integral instead,
we can make a semiclassical approximation and assume
that the only paths which contribute are those paths
xcl(t) which start at x and return there in time T accord-
ing to the classical equations of motion. In this approx-
imation, we get an alternative expression for the same
function:
U(x, x;T ) ≈ N
∑
xcl(t)
eiS[xcl(t)] (A2)
where N is a prefactor irrelevant to us.
Now come the main assumptions. Inspired by the free
particle in a magnetic field, for which these assumptions
definitely hold, assume that there are no nonstationary
closed classical paths except when T = nT0 where T0 is
some classical period. Furthermore, we assume that each
classical path at T = nT0 is just n loops of a single closed
orbit xα(t) which traverses the loop once in time T0. In
this case, absorbing any prefactors into N ,
U(x, x;T ) ≈ N
∑
α
∑
n
einS[xα(t)]δ(T − nT0) (A3)
= N
∑
α
∫
dωe−iωT
∑
n
ein(ωT0+S[xα]) (A4)
= N
∑
α,m
∫
dωe−iωT δ(ωT0 + S[xα]− 2πm)
(A5)
Comparing to the exact propagator Eq. A1, we see then
that energies are labeled by m and α and are given by
Em,α =
2πm− S[xα]
T0
(A6)
This implies the energy-time quantization condition in
Eq. 2, but also tells us more. Here S[xα] explicitly de-
pends on the in-field Hamiltonian and thus the zero of
energy for the Landau levels, so Em,α is automatically
defined relative to the same zero. In particular, if we as-
sume T0 ∼ 1/B, then in deriving a condition like Eq. 1
the energy µ must be defined relative to the Landau level
spectrum, which need not coincide with the natural zero
of energy for the B = 0 band structure.
Appendix B: Quantum oscillations from energy-time
quantization
In this appendix, we compare the quantum oscillations
from the two different perspectives of energy-time quan-
tization and phase-space quantization. The phase-space
quantization gives the condition of the allowed semiclas-
sical orbits: ∮
(~k − e ~A) · d~r = 2π(n+ γ) (B1)
7where the integral is over a constant energy contour in
k-space at certain chemical potential µ. With the semi-
classical equations of motion, this can be re-written as:
ℓ2BSk =
ℓ2B
2
∮
k⊥dk‖ = 2π(n+ γ) (B2)
where k⊥ and k‖ are the wave vectors normal and parallel
to the constant energy contour, respectively, Sk is the
enclosed k-space area and ℓB = 1/
√
eB is the magnetic
length.
On the other hand, consider a dispersion ε(~k) in two
dimensions, the time needed to complete a cyclotron or-
bit at energy εn is
t = ℓ2B
∮
dk‖
v⊥(~k)
(B3)
where v⊥ is the Fermi velocity perpendicular to the
contour. The energy-time quantization states that
(εn − µ0) t = 2π(n+ γ), which suggests:
ℓ2B
∮
εn − µ0
v⊥(~k)
dk‖ = 2π(n+ γ) (B4)
where µ0 is a constant offset and γ is a Berry phase con-
tribution.
In particular, the two conditions in Eq. B2 and B4
match when
εn − µ0
v⊥
=
k⊥
2
(B5)
For a parabolic dispersion, e.g., a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas ε~k = k
2/2m, this is consistent with µ0 = 0.
Namely, the zero of energy is at the bottom of the band.
For a more generic dispersion, we assume the Fermi
velocity v⊥ is independent of εn in a small range around
the chemical potential εF , then it is straightforward to
take a derivative with respect to n and get:
µ0
d
dn
∮
dk‖
v⊥(~k)
=
d
2dn
∮
dk‖
v⊥(~k)
=
dSk
dn
µ0 = Sk/
∮
dk‖
v⊥(~k)
= Sk · dµ
dSk
(B6)
Physically, given the Fermi surface area Sk and its deriva-
tive dSkdµ with respect to the chemical potential µ near
the Fermi level, the linear extrapolation to lower ener-
gies gives the zero of energy as where the cross-section
area of the constant energy contour vanishes. For a linear
dispersion ε = ±v
∣∣∣~k∣∣∣ at chemical potential εF = vkF , for
example, the zero of energy is not at the Dirac node. It is
straightforward to show that the consistent quantum os-
cillations are derived from energy-time quantization with
µ0 = εF /2 = vkF /2.
Therefore, it is vital to understand where is the zero of
energy that the chemical potential µ is measured from.
As an example of the importance and ambiguity in cor-
rectly defining the zero of energy, the quantum oscilla-
tions of a two-dimensional electron gas ε~k = k
2/2m is:
1
Bn
=
2πe
Sk
(
n+
1
2
)
=
2e
k2F
(
n+
1
2
)
(B7)
where Sk = πk
2
F and kF is the Fermi wave vector.
The energy-time quantization leads to the Landau lev-
els:
εn = ωc (n+ γ)− µ0 (B8)
where ωc =
eB
m is the cyclotron frequency, and µ0 and γ
are unknown constants since ∆ε× t = 2π only gives the
quantized level spacings ∆ε = εn− εn−1 and contains no
information on the exact zero of energy. For the quantum
oscillations at a fixed chemical potential µ = k2F /2m, set
εn = µ:
k2F
2m
=
eBn
m
(n+ γ)− µ0
1
Bn
=
2e
k2F + 2mµ0
(n+ γ) (B9)
identical to Eq. B7 if we set γ = 1/2 and µ0 = 0 as
we have derived above. Importantly, the fundamental
behaviors of the quantum oscillations including its char-
acteristic frequency are not consistently recovered by this
formula if µ0 6= 0.
Appendix C: Thickness dependence in a tilted
magnetic field
We can linearize the dispersion near the Weyl nodes
for the lattice model we consider in the main text:
ε±~k
=
[
(2t0kz)
2
+ ((λ− 1) tky)2 +
(±2 sink0xkx)2]1/2
(C1)
where k0x = cos
−1 (ε0/2− 1) and the ± signs are for the
two Weyl nodes with opposite chirality.
For a magnetic field tilted in the yˆ direction ~B = Bz (zˆ + yˆ tan θy), the Fermi wave vector of the chiral modes are
~k‖,1(2) = ± µ
2 (λ− 1) tt0
4t20 tan θy yˆ + (λ− 1)2 t2zˆ[
4t20 tan
2 θy + (λ− 1)2 t2
]1/2 (C2)
8The shift of the peak positions is
δ
(
Φ0
Φz
)
= − µ · δLz
2π (λ− 1) tt0
[
4t20 tan
2 θy + (λ− 1)2 t2
]1/2
∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
(C3)
Similarly, for a magnetic field tilted in the xˆ direction ~B = Bz (zˆ + xˆ tan θx), the Fermi wave vector of the chiral
modes are
~k‖,1(2) = ± µ
2t0 sink0x
t20 tan θxxˆ+ sin
2 k0xzˆ[
t20 tan
2 θx + sin
2 k0xt
2
]1/2 (C4)
together with the location of the Weyl nodes at
(±k0x, 0, 0) therefore ~kW = 2k0xxˆ, the shift of the peak positions is
δ
(
Φ0
Φz
)
= −
[
µ
2t0 sin k0x
(
t20 tan
2 θx + sin
2 k0x
)1/2
+ k0x tan θx
]
2δLz
2π
·∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
There exists a residual Lz dependence δ
(
Φ0
Φz
)
= −δLz ·
k0x tan θx · ∆
(
Φ0
Φz
)
/π at µ = 0. In addition, at tilting
angle θ
(0)
x satisfying
tan θ(0)x = −
µ
t0
[
4
(
k0x
)2 − µ2/ sin2 (k0x)]−1/2 (C5)
the coefficient in the square bracket vanishes, and the
quantum oscillations have no manifest Lz dependence.
Appendix D: Disorder Effects
1. Disorder Model
As a model for the bulk effects of disorder, consider
Weyl nodes with linear dispersion, and a random po-
tential V (r) with Gaussian distribution characterized by
correlations V (r)V (r′) = V 20 f
(3)(r− r′), where f (d)(r) is
a smooth function that decays with characteristic length
scale ξ, which, for concreteness, we will take as a normal-
ized d-dimensional Gaussian with variance ξ2, and (· · ·)
indicates an average over disorder configurations.
In the Born approximation, the quantum lifetime, τQ,
characterizing the timescale between elastic scattering
events in the bulk in the absence of a field is:
τ−1Q =
2πν(0)V 20
(kF ξ)2
(D1)
which is related to the quantum mean-free path by ℓQ =
τQ
v , where vF is the geometric average of the different
spatial components of the bulk velocity. Here ν(0) =
k2F
2π2vF
is the density of states for the Fermi-surface of a
single Weyl node, and kF =
µ
vF
is the Fermi wave vector
for the Weyl pocket.
In contrast, the transport lifetime obtained by weight-
ing scattering events between states with momenta ~k and
~k′ by a factor of
(
1− cos θ~k,~k′
)
≈
(
1
kF ξ
)2
, where θ~k,~k′ is
the angle between ~k,~k′, is given by:
τ−1tr =
1
(kF ξ)2
τ−1Q (D2)
We can determine the parameter V 20 in terms of the mea-
surable quantities τ−1Q :
V 20 =
πvF ξ
2
τQ
(D3)
2. Different Scattering Processes
For the bulk portion of the Weyl orbit, there are three
potentially detrimental sources of disorder induced de-
phasing: 1) intervalley scattering between opposite chi-
rality Weyl nodes, 2) scattering between different Landau
levels (LLs) within a single Weyl node, and 3) random
phase accumulated along the chiral LLs in the absence
of inter-LL scattering. We will consider each of these
channels in turn. The rates for these dephasing chan-
nels add, indicating that their inverse length scales add:
ℓtot =
(∑
i
1
ℓi
)−1
, indicating that the sample thickness
limitation on observing quantum oscillations will be set
by the shortest scattering length scale.
3. Intervalley Scattering
As intervalley scattering requires momentum transfer
≈ kW , for long-wavelength disorder, intervalley scatter-
ing will be suppressed by 1
(kW ξ)
2 compared to total quan-
tum scattering, indicating:
ℓinter-valley ≈ (kW ξ)2 ℓQ (D4)
In particular, since kW > kF , this length scale is
even longer than the transport mean free path, ℓtr ≈
(kF ξ)
2ℓQ, for all field strengths.
94. Inter Landau level Scattering
For µ larger than the LL spacing, multiple non-chiral
bulk LLs will coexist at the same energy as the chi-
ral modes, and scattering between chiral and non-chiral
modes within the same Weyl node is possible. However,
since the wavefunctions of different LL modes differ on
lengthscales of order ℓB, for ξ ≫ ℓB, the matrix element
for inter-LL scattering between levels with indices m and
n is suppressed by approximately a factor of
(
ℓB
ξ
)|m−n|
:
Vn,m = 〈un|V |um〉
≈
∫
dx
e−x
2/2ℓ2B
2πℓ2B
∑
r
Hn(x)Hm(x)
xrV (r)(0)
r!
≈
(
ℓB
ξ
)|m−n|
V0 (D5)
where Hn(x) is the n
th Hermite polynomial. The domi-
nant mixing will hence come from minimal difference in
LL indices, and hence, for ℓB ≪ ξ, the inter-LL scatter-
ing rate is suppressed by a factor of
|V0,1|
2
|V0|2
≈
(
ℓB
ξ
)2
, i.e.
we expect:
ℓinter-LL ≈
(
ξ
ℓB
)2
ℓQ (D6)
We will see below that this length scale is longer than that
set by dephasing while propagating along the chiral bulk
modes, which is expected to be the dominant limiting
factor in observing quantum oscillations.
5. Dephasing within the bulk chiral modes
In the previous section, we have seen that inter-LL
scattering may be neglected for ℓB ≪ ξ, and Lz ≪
ℓinter-LL. In this regime, the bulk portion of the orbit
occurs purely within the chiral modes of the lowest Lan-
dau level. In the presence of an impurity potential V (~r)
that varies smoothly on the length scale of k−1F , we can
model the ± chiral mode localized within ℓB of the guid-
ing center position ~r⊥ in the xy plane, by the continuum
Hamiltonian:
H
(±)
ch (~r⊥) = ψ
† (∓ivF∂z − U(~r⊥, z))ψ (D7)
where U(~r⊥, z) =
∫
d2δr⊥V (r0 + δr⊥, z)|u0(r⊥)|2 is the
matrix element of V within the lowest LL orbital with
guiding center coordinate ~r⊥ which has wave function
u0(r0 + δr⊥) ∼ 14πℓ2
B
e−δr
2
⊥/(4ℓ
2
B).
For moderate fields, ℓB ≪ ξ, the mean-square of these
matrix elements is then given by:
U(r, z)U(r, z′) ≈ V
2
0
2πξ2
f (1)(z − z′) (D8)
The random phase factor accumulated through the
bulk portion of the orbit (ignoring mixing between chiral
and non-chiral levels) is:
eiδφ = exp
[
i
∫ L
0
Ur⊥(z)− Ur⊥+d(z)
vF
]
(D9)
where the first term comes from propagating from bot-
tom to top surface along the + chiral LL, and the second
comes from returning from top to bottom surface along
the counter-propagating− chiral LL. In between the elec-
tron travels spatial distance d = kT0 ℓ
2
B as it slides along
the surface arc of the top surface.
Averaging the disorder phase over disorder gives:
eiδφ = e
− 1
2v2
F
∫
Lz
0
dzdz′(U(r,z)−U(r+d,z))(U(r,z′)−U(r+k0ℓ2B ,z′))
(D10)
The suppression factor depends strongly on the ratio of
the orbit size, d = kT0 ℓ
2
B, to the disorder correlation
length.
a. Low field regime (d≫ ξ)
In the low field regime, d ≫ ξ, U(r, z) is uncorrelated
with U(r + k0ℓ
2
B, z), and:
eiδφ ≈ e−
2
v2
F
∫
L
0
dzdz′U(r,z)U(r,z′) ≈ e−
v2
F
V 2
0
πξ2
Lz (D11)
from which we identify the relevant bulk “mean-free
path” length scale:
ℓch =
πv2F ξ
2
V 20
= vF τQ = ℓQ (D12)
which is just the quantum mean-free path.
b. High field regime (d≪ ξ)
On the other hand, for strong fields, d≪ ξ, the phase
accumulated in traversing from bottom to top surfaces
samples almost the same disorder configuration as the
reverse trip, resulting in near cancellation of the total
accumulated phase, and leading to a longer effective de-
phasing length for the chiral channel ℓch ≫ ℓQ.
To estimate ℓch, in this regime we also need the ex-
pression for:
U(r, z)U(r + d, z′) ≈
[
1−
(
d
ξ
)2]
U(r, z)U(r, z′)
(D13)
with which we find:
eiδφ ≈ e−
1
v2
F
∫
Lz
0
dzdz′
(
U(r,z)U(r,z′)−U(r,z)U(r+k0ℓ2B ,z
′)
)
≈ e−(
d
ξ )
2 Lz
ℓQ ≡ e−Lz/ℓch (D14)
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Hence, in the high-field regime, the chiral nature of the
bulk LLs and long correlation length of disorder enables
quantum oscillations to be observed for sample thick-
nesses up to
ℓch ≈
(
ξ
d
)2
ℓQ (D15)
which can substantially exceed the quantum mean-free
path.
We can express the enhancement of the dephasing
length for the bulk chiral modes, ℓch, compared to the
quantum mean-free path, ℓQ, in terms of measurable
quantities including: 1) the ratio
(
τtr
τQ
)
of transport to
quantum lifetimes obtained respectively from transport
and bulk quantum oscillation measurements, and 2) the
frequency of the surface oscillations f ≈ kFk0, as:
ℓch
ℓQ
=
(
ξ
d
)2
≈
√
τtr/τQ
f/B
(D16)
We note that the “high-field” regime may be accessed
for relatively modest field scales. For example, for
Cd3As2, kF ξ ≈
√
τtr
τQ
≈ 10−30,16 and f ≈ 60T ,10 and we
estimate that d≫ ξ can be achieved for fields of order a
few Tesla, which is incidentally consistent with the low-
est fields for which surface oscillations are seen in recent
thin film devices10.
